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Abstract

Slow earthquakes are now commonly found to display a wide range of durations, moments,

and slip and propagation speeds. But not all types of slow earthquakes have been examined

in detail. Here we probe tremor bursts with durations between 1 and 30 minutes, which

are likely driven by few minute-long bursts of aseismic slip. We use a coherence-based

technique to detect thousands of tremor bursts beneath Vancouver Island in Cascadia. Then

we examine 17 of the ruptures by tracking their evolving tremor locations over an 8-km

region. We find that tremor migrates at rates of 2 to 30 m/s and that shorter bursts migrate

faster. The rapid propagation of the shorter bursts provides a new observation, which must

be reproduced by a complete model of slow earthquakes. And though some observational

biases persist, the short events’ speeds appear to fill a gap in the spectrum of observed slow

earthquakes. They may provide further evidence that whatever fault zone process creates

slow earthquakes, it must allow for faster slip and propagation in smaller ruptures.
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Among observed bursts, shorter events propagate faster2

Propagation fills in an observational gap along the slow earthquake spectrum3

May suggest that a single mechanism creates ruptures with wide-ranging slip rates4

But other observational gaps in the slow earthquake spectrum remain5

1. Introduction6

We now frequently observe slow earthquakes with a wide range of sizes and slip rates.7

However, some types of slow earthquakes are recorded more often and in more detail than8

others. The largest slow earthquakes, known as slow slip events (SSEs), are well observed.9

They typically last weeks to months and can rupture several hundred km-long portions of10

the plate interface at subduction zones (e.g., Dragert et al., 2001; Kostoglodov et al., 2003;11

Obara et al., 2004; Douglas et al., 2005; Vaca et al., 2018). The slipping location in slow slip12

events often migrates along strike at rates of 5 to 10 km per day, and the slip rate at each13

location is of order 10−7 m/s, around 100 times faster than the plate convergence rate (e.g.,14

Miller et al., 2002; Obara and Sekine, 2009; Wech et al., 2009; Bartlow et al., 2011).15

However, slow slip events are not simple, smoothly migrating ruptures. They often16

contain subevents: bursts of more rapid slip. In Cascadia, the longest identified subevents17

are several day-long intervals with more rapid slip or migration (e.g., Kao et al., 2006;18

Wech and Bartlow, 2014). Few hour-long subevents are also well recognised; they create19

rapid tremor reversals (RTRs) in Cascadia and Japan. During RTRs, tremor migrates 2020

to 50 km backward along strike, through regions that have already slipped in the main21

event’s forward migration. This reversed migration is rapid: 10 to 40 times faster than22
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main event’s forward migration (Obara, 2010; Houston et al., 2011; Yamashita et al., 2015;23

Thomas et al., 2013; Royer et al., 2015; Bletery et al., 2017). Geodetic data reveal that the24

tremor migration coincides with and is likely driven by few hour-long bursts of accelerated25

aseismic slip. Slip rates are around 10−6 m/s, an order of magnitude faster than the main26

event slip rate (Hawthorne et al., 2016).27

Slightly shorter subevents, with durations between a few minutes and a few hours, have28

not yet been observed geodetically but are frequently suggested by varying tremor migration29

and amplitude. In Cascadia, tremor often migrates 40 to 60 km along dip during hour-long30

tremor streaks, moving 50 to 500 times faster than the main front (Ghosh et al., 2010). And31

tremor migrates up to 20 km in a range of directions during 10 to 30-minute-long rapid32

tremor migrations (RTMs), moving 10 to 50 times faster than the main front (Rubin and33

Armbruster, 2013; Peng et al., 2015; Peng and Rubin, 2016; Bletery et al., 2017). Similar34

10- to 50-km-long tremor migration has also been observed in Japan, Taiwan, California,35

Mexico, and Alaska (e.g., Ide, 2010b; Shelly, 2010; Obara, 2012; Sun et al., 2015; Peng and36

Rubin, 2017). Migration rates vary among these locations, but shorter events are usually37

found to propagate faster.38

Tremor migration has not yet been observed in detail on timescales shorter than 1039

minutes, but several features of tremor suggest that complex, rapid propagation should40

continue to short timescales. First, tremor varies in amplitude on a range of timescales, from41

seconds to days (Obara, 2002; Shelly et al., 2006; Ghosh et al., 2010; Ide, 2010a), and those42

variations are correlated with aseismic deformation (Hawthorne and Rubin, 2013b; Frank,43
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2016). Second, some 20 to 200 second-long increases in tremor amplitude are associated with44

20 to 200 second-long increases in slow slip moment rate. These moment rate increases are45

observable in long-period seismic data, and the 20 to 50 second-long events are called very46

low frequency earthquakes, or VLFEs (e.g., Ito and Obara, 2006; Takeo et al., 2010; Walter47

et al., 2013; Hutchison and Ghosh, 2016; Maury et al., 2016; Baba et al., 2020).48

In this study, we identify and analyse tremor bursts with durations between 1 and 30 min-49

utes. Many of these events are slightly longer than VLFEs but shorter than previously50

detected (>10-minute) tremor migrations. We first identify thousands of tremor bursts in51

Cascadia and then analyse 17 of them in more detail. We identify rapid tremor migration52

which likely reflects rapid migration of aseismic slip.53

2. Motivation to Constrain the Spectrum of Subevents54

We analyse migration on few-minute timescales for two reasons: (1) because we wish to55

more fully observe the range of behaviours in slow earthquakes and (2) because the range56

of slip speeds and behaviours could help us determine which fault zone process creates slow57

earthquakes. The propagation speeds of few hour-long subevents have already been used to58

test some models of slow earthquakes (Ariyoshi et al., 2009; Rubin, 2011; Luo and Ampuero,59

2017; Luo and Liu, 2021). Some researchers have proposed that rapid subevents could reflect60

the rupture of asperities or asperity clusters embedded in the slow slip region. They have61

successfully produced the propagation speeds of few hour-subevents (RTRs) propagation62

speeds with a relatively simple approach: by mixing unstable patches into a region with a63

nominally stable slow slip rheology. The unstable patches effectively increase the local stress64
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drop and drive more rapid slip (Ariyoshi et al., 2009; Colella et al., 2012; Peng and Rubin,65

2018; Luo and Liu, 2021).66
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Figure 1: Caption on next page.

However, it may not be plausible that slip speed increases by many orders of magnitude67

simply because the stress drop that drives rupture increases. For many of the proposed slow68

slip rheologies, the stress drop required for rupture increases dramatically as the rupture69

speed increases (Hawthorne and Rubin, 2013c). It may be that increased local stress drops70

can provide enough energy to increase the rupture speed by a factor of 10 to 20, as seen in71
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Figure 1: a) Duration versus propagation velocity for tremor bursts examined in this study. Filled circles

indicate durations obtained from the widths of peaks in the Ccom
p records while open squares indicate the

durations of observable migration. The dashed parallelogram bounds the types of events we can observe

with our approach. The solid black lines in panels a-c indicate a propagation rate that scales as T−1/2 and

a moment equal to 3× 1012 N-m times T . We map the line from panel c to the panels a and b assuming a

rectangular rupture with a 3:1 aspect ratio and a 30-kPa stress drop. b) Duration vs propagation velocity

and c) duration vs moment for our observations as well as for a selection of previous studies, indexed by the

numbers below. Note that trends are visible in some studies but that there is often more uncertainty when

comparing between locations. Further, to avoid clutter, we plot only a handful of observations randomly

selected from each study when a large number of events are detected. Further, many authors publish only a

single average propagation rate and uncertainty, or they plot a handful of figures. In those cases, we choose

one or a few number from the published distribution or extract rough propagation rates from the figures.

Values are taken from 1: Shelly (2017); Thomas et al. (2016); Hawthorne et al. (2019), 2: Farge et al. (2020),

3: Supino et al. (2020), 4: Bostock et al. (2015), 5: Ito et al. (2007), 6: Matsuzawa et al. (2009), 7: Maury

et al. (2016), 8: Yabe et al. (2021), 9: Takeo et al. (2010), 10: Ide et al. (2008), 11: Royer et al. (2015);

Hawthorne et al. (2016), 12: Itaba and Ando (2011), 13: Kitagawa et al. (2011); Itaba et al. (2013); Ochi

et al. (2016), 14: Sekine et al. (2010), 15: Gao et al. (2012), 16: Rousset et al. (2017), 17: Michel et al.

(2019), 18: Tu and Heki (2017), 19: Rubin and Armbruster (2013), 20: Ghosh et al. (2010), 21: Sun et al.

(2015), 22: Cruz-Atienza et al. (2018), 23: Shelly (2010), 24: Peng and Rubin (2016), 25: Bletery et al.

(2017), 26: Obara (2012), 27: Peng and Rubin (2017), 28: Peng et al. (2015), 29: Houston et al. (2011), and

30: Yamashita et al. (2015).

RTRs, but a factor of 100 or 1000 rupture speed increases may require a spatial variation in72

the resistance to accelerating slip.73

Such spatially variable resistance to slip is intriguing because it should not exist for74

several of the proposed slow slip rheologies. For instance, if slow slip events happen because75
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the rheology at depth imposes a temperature-dependent speed limit (e.g., Shibazaki and76

Iio, 2003; Shibazaki and Shimamoto, 2007; Hawthorne and Rubin, 2013a), that speed limit77

should stay roughly the same throughout the slow slip region, where the temperature stays78

relatively uniform.79

There is, of course, already evidence that slow earthquake slip rates vary by at least four80

orders of magnitude, from 10−7 m/s in slow slip to 0.1 or 1 mm/s in VLFEs and tremor81

(e.g., Dragert et al., 2001; Bartlow et al., 2011; Bostock et al., 2015). However, it remains82

controversial whether tremor, VLFEs, and tremor bursts, are created by the same rheology83

that governs slow slip slip rates. A single fault zone rheology is suggested by a systematic84

trend in observed slow earthquakes: smaller events are faster. In Figure 1b, we plot the85

propagation speeds and durations of tremor bursts from a variety of studies, and we see that86

shorter tremor bursts migrate faster. In Figure 1c, we plot the moments and durations of87

slow earthquakes from a variety of studies, as was done by Ide et al. (2007), and we see that88

observed slow earthquakes’ moments M0 scale roughly linearly with their duration T . Note89

that if we assume that slow earthquakes have magnitude-independent stress drops, as weakly90

suggested by observations of slow slip events, RTRs, and LFEs (Gao et al., 2012; Hawthorne91

et al., 2016; Chestler and Creager, 2017), a linear moment-duration scaling implies that slip92

rate scales as M
−1/2
0 . Since the linear moment-duration trend appears to extend all the way93

from Mw 7 slow slip events to Mw 1 LFEs, it would seem sensible to start assessing which94

rheologies would allow slip speeds that are 104 times faster on 400-m LFE patches than on95

400-km slow slip regions.96
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At this point, however, it is also sensible to recall that the scalings between moment, du-97

ration, and slip rate remain uncertain. Other moment-duration scaling have been observed.98

Bostock et al. (2015) and Farge et al. (2020) inferred a very weak moment-duration scaling,99

with T ∼ M0
0 or M0.1

0 , among the low frequency earthquakes that compose tremor. Michel100

et al. (2019) and Supino et al. (2020) identified a moment-duration scaling similar to that101

seen in normal earthquakes, with T ∼M
1/3
0 among geodetically observed slow slip events and102

among sub-second tremor bursts, respectively. Further, the linear moment-duration trend103

identified by Ide et al. (2007) depends on connecting days to months-long slow slip events104

and seconds-long LFEs and VLFEs (Figure 1c). And there are significant gaps along that105

trend. We now have abundant observations of sub-second LFEs, 10-second VLFEs, and days106

to months-long slow slip events, but there are fewer observations between those durations,107

and there may be missing observations that fall off the trend (Gomberg et al., 2016).108

To overcome all the observational gaps, we will require a wide range of approaches. For109

instance, recent work has suggested an expansion of the tremor band to longer durations110

(Kaneko et al., 2018; Masuda et al., 2020). Here we focus on a different band and attempt to111

expand the range of slow slip subevents to shorter durations: between 2 and 10 minutes. We112

modify our tremor detection methodology to search for the expected short, rapid migration113

on these timescales, and we partly fill the apparent gap in the duration-propagation rate114

trend (Figure 1b). We note, however, that our approach still suffers from observational bias;115

it was not designed to find events that are much faster or slower than the along-trend speeds.116

In the sections that follow, we first describe our phase coherence-based tremor detection117
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approach (section 3) and the available data and processing (section 4). Then we describe118

the observed large-scale tremor migration patterns in section 5, examine small-scale tremor119

migration in 17 tremor bursts in section 6, and discuss the migrations’ implications in sec-120

tion 7.121
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3. Tremor Detection Method: Identifying Tremor Near Template Locations122

To identify and locate tremor, we use a phase coherence-based approach developed by123

Hawthorne and Ampuero (2017), which is a variant of empirical matched field techniques124

(e.g., Bucker, 1976; Harris and Kvaerna, 2010; Corciulo et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015).125

This approach allows us to identify tremor that ruptures fault patches close to known low126

frequency earthquakes (LFEs). The coherence calculation is able to identify tremor even if127

the tremor ruptures are complex or if the tremor consists of a series of ruptures, as the method128

combines two common approaches to identifying tremor. First, as inspired by matched filter129

techniques (Brown et al., 2008; Bostock et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2014; Shelly, 2017), the130

calculation compares seismograms between events. It assesses whether the template and131

target signals could have the same Green’s functions: if they result from the same source-132

station path. Second, as inspired by cross-station techniques (Armbruster et al., 2014; Peng133

et al., 2015; Savard and Bostock, 2015), the calculation compares seismograms between134

stations or components. It assesses whether the signals at all stations or components could135

result from the same tremor source time functions.136

3.1. Inter-Station Coherence137

In all of the coherence calculations, we begin with a set of template seismograms dtkm138

that were created by Bostock et al. (2012) and which represent the signals generated by139

LFEs occurring at 130 locations on the plate interface (red crosses in Figure 2). The LFEs140

are recorded at a range of stations k and on three components m (east, north, and up).141

We compare the template seismograms at each station with 30 to 60-second-long intervals142
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of target seismic data (ddkm). To assess whether a 30 or 60-second interval contains tremor143

coming from the same location as the template, we compute the inter-station phase coherence144

at a range of frequencies f :145

Csta
p (f) =

1

3

3∑
m=1

2

N(N − 1)

N∑
k=1

N∑
l=k+1

Re

[
d̂dkmd̂

∗
tkmd̂

∗
dlmd̂tlm

|d̂dkmd̂tkmd̂dlmd̂tlm|

]
. (1)

Here d̂tkm(f) and d̂dkm(f) are the Fourier transforms of the template and target data at146

station k and component m, and we compare between stations k and l in each term. There147

are N stations in total, and we average over the N(N −1)/2 station pairs and over the three148

components at each station. Note that we have dropped the frequency indexing on the right149

hand side for readability, and we also average over frequencies f between 1 and 6 Hz.150

Note that if the target seismograms ddkm record tremor from the same location as the151

template seismograms, then the template and target seismograms may be written as d̂tkm =152

ŝtĝkm and d̂dkm = ŝdĝkm, where ŝt and ŝd are the template and target tremor source time153

functions, ĝkm is the path effect, and Csta
p becomes154

Csta
p (f) =

1

3

3∑
m=1

2

N(N − 1)

N∑
k=1

N∑
l=k+1

Re

[
(ŝtĝkm)(ŝ∗dĝ

∗
km)(ŝ∗t ĝ

∗
lm)(ŝdĝlm)

|ŝtŝdĝkmĝlm|2

]
= 1. (2)

So by identifying intervals with high phase coherence Csta
p , near 1, we can identify intervals155

when tremor is occurring at the same location as previously located templates. Synthetic156

tests suggest that Csta
p is significantly larger than zero only when tremor occurs within about157

0.5 km from the template: within a fraction of one seismic wavelength (Figure S3).158

3.2. Inter-Component Coherence159

In some cases, however, we do not need or want 0.5-km precision. We simply wish to160

know whether tremor is occurring in roughly the same area as the template: within 10 km161
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or so. In such situations, we compute an inter-component phase coherence:162

Ccom
p (f) =

1

N

N∑
k=1

2

3(3− 1)

3∑
m=1

3∑
n=m+1

Re

[
d̂dkmd̂

∗
tkmd̂

∗
dknd̂tkn

|d̂dkmd̂tkmd̂dknd̂tkn|

]
. (3)

Here we multiply the Fourier domain seismograms across components m and n rather than163

across stations k. Then we average over component pairs and over stations.164

To understand why Ccom
p is often high even when the target tremor is slightly offset from165

the template, note that when the tremor is close to the template, its Green’s functions are166

likely to have shapes similar to the template’s Green’s function. The tremor Green’s functions167

g′km(t) may simply be time-shifted versions of the template Green’s functions gkm(t). They168

may be approximated by g′km = gkm(t − ∆t), where the time shift ∆t results from the169

difference in travel time to the source. Now we may note that if we have multiple recording170

on the same station, just at different components m and n, the change in travel time ∆t171

will remain the same. If we input tremor with these shifted Green’s functions into the phase172

coherence calculation in equation (3), we eliminate the travel time change and obtain173

Ccom
p (f) =

1

N

N∑
k=1

2

3(3− 1)

3∑
m=1

3∑
n=m+1

Re

[
(ŝtĝkm)(ŝ∗dĝ

∗
kme

−i2πf∆t)(ŝ∗t ĝ
∗
kn)(ŝdĝkne

i2πf∆t)

|ŝtŝdĝkmĝkn|2

]
= 1.

(4)

Here st and sd are the source time functions of the template and tremor signals, respectively.174

It is of course difficult to know whether the Green’s functions’ shapes remain the same175

over broad regions. We find empirically that the Green’s functions retain a similar enough176

shape for detection even as tremor locations change by 10 to 20 km; we obtain high Ccom
p177

when the inter-station Csta
p calculations for nearby templates imply that tremor is located178

up to 10 or 20 km away from the template.179
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4. Templates, Data, and Processing180

In our initial approach to the data, we compute the phase coherence Csta
p and Ccom

p181

between each template and the seismic data recorded during 13 to 20 day-long intervals182

during four major slow slip events in 2004, 2008, 2009, and 2010. The 130 LFE templates183

created by Bostock et al. (2012) are located beneath the southern tip of Vancouver Island184

and the Juan de Fuca Strait, at depths ranging from 28 to 45 km (crosses in Figure 2).185

We use data from stations in permanent and temporary seismic networks, including the186

Canadian National Seismograph Network (CN), the POLARIS-BC Network (PO; Nicholson187

et al., 2005), the Plate Boundary Observatory Borehole Seismic Network (PBO), the Pacific188

Northwest Seismic Network (UW), and the USArray Transportable Array (TA). The avail-189

able networks and stations evolved between the different slow slip events. Stations from the190

POLARIS-BC network were available only during the 2004 event while the PBO stations191

are available only after 2008. The POLARIS-BC network is ideal for this study, thanks to192

its dense configuration across the southern half of Vancouver Island, and Figure 2 shows193

the stations used for the 2004 slow slip event. Maps and tables of the 2008, 2009 and 2010194

networks are available in Figure S1 and Table T1.195

To prepare the data, we filter the target and template seismograms to between 0.6 Hz and196

20 Hz and downsample to a common sampling rate of 40 Hz. We extract a portion of each197

template, from 0.2 s before to 4.8 s after a manually picked S-wave arrival and then compute198

the coherences Csta
p and Ccom

p between these template segments and a set of overlapping 60199

second-long windows of target data, starting every 6 s.200
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Further details of the Cp calculations are as described by Hawthorne and Ampuero (2017),201

but to summarise, we first cross-correlate at each station in the time domain, computing202

ddkm · dtkm. Then we taper the time domain correlation with a Hanning filter, convert to the203

frequency domain, compute Cp, and average Cp over frequencies between 1 and 6 Hz.204

5. Observed Large-Scale Tremor Patterns205

Figure 3 shows 10 days of Csta
p and Ccom

p during the 2004 slow slip event for two different206

templates (#246 and #12), about 40 km one from another. During the first days analyzed,207

tremor has not yet reached Vancouver Island. The calculated phase coherence is scattered208

around 0, and no high values stand out. The amplitude of the scatter in Cp depends on noise209

in the template used and on the number of available stations. With the stations available210

in 2004, standard deviations in Csta
p are between 0.007 and 0.05, and standard deviations in211

Ccom
p are between 0.015 and 0.036.212

When the main slow slip front reaches the locations of the templates, the coherence values213

begin to spike to values well above noise-induced variability. The templates in Figure 3 see214

the main front arrival on the 14th and 15th July, respectively, and have Ccom
p values that reach215

0.38 and Csta
p values that reach 0.17. However, the coherence values are not continuously216

high. The activity is fragmented into 1 to 30 minute-long spikes separated by intervals of low217

coherence that last minutes to hours. The spikes associated with the templates in Figure 3218

can be seen in more detail in the 8 hour-long windows in panels c and d, but similar spikes219

in coherence are observed for all 130 templates examined in this study. The most intense220

sequence of spikes typically lasts 1 to 2 days, while the main front passes, but spikes in221
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Figure 3: Phase coherence time series for two templates in 2004. a-b) 10 days-long time series of

the inter-station phase coherence (Csta
p , red) and the inter-component phase coherence (Ccom

p , blue). The

red star in each inset shows the location of the associated template. The orange bands delimit the time

period shown in c-d. c-d) An expanded view of 8 hours of the time series shown in a) and b), respectively.

coherence can be seen for up to five days.222

The spikes in the phase coherence Csta
p and Ccom

p are presumably created by bursts of223

tremor occurring on the plate interface. The inter-component coherence Ccom
p is ideal for224

identifying and measuring the duration of these bursts, as Ccom
p seems to remain high even225

when tremor spreads to locations as far as 10 to 20 km from a given template. In contrast,226

the inter-station coherence Csta
p decreases when the tremor is offset by more than a fraction of227

the seismic wavelength. The difference in inter-component and inter-station tremor detection228

is apparent for a number of spikes for template #246 (Figure 3a and c). For instance, the229

spike at 3:45 on the 15th July is longer on the Ccom
p time series, and the spike at 4:30 on the230

15th July is observable only the Ccom
p time series.231
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Figure 4: Ccom
p over multiple slow slip events. Inter-component phase coherence Ccom

p with template

LFE #246, for time intervals in (a) 2004, (b) 2008, (c) 2009, and (d) 2010. Red lines mark the timing of

LFE detections from (Bostock et al., 2015). Yellow bands on the top plot show identified spikes in the Ccom
p

time series, requiring that peaks are at least with α = 3.0 times the standard deviation.

We use a simple peak detection algorithm included in SciPy to identify a number of232

spikes in each Ccom
p time series. Proposed spikes are identified as maxima in Ccom

p when233

Ccomp
p,k ≥ α× σCp,k

, (5)

where σCp,k
the standard deviation of the phase coherence during a time before tremor begins,234

and α is a factor between 2.0 and 3.5. The beginning and end of the spikes are the times235

when Ccom
p decreases to half its maximum value, and we accept spikes that last at least236

60 seconds. Depending on the threshold α, we detect between 22,000 and 86,000 events237

in 2004. Several spikes are delineated in yellow in Figure 4a. Catalogues of the spikes are238

provided as a supplementary file, and Figure S7 shows the distribution of spike durations239
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for different values of α. Note that because we use a 60-second window for our coherence240

calculations, Ccom
p is smoothed on that timescale, and the durations of shorter spikes may241

be overestimated.242

Figure 2 shows the spatio-temporal distribution of tremor bursts detected with α = 3.0.243

Each burst is plotted at a random location within 5 km of the associated template location244

and are colored by time. The bursts track the along-strike propagation of the main ETS245

front in 2004, from the Juan de Fuca Strait on the 10th July to ∼90 km northwest of the246

Strain on the 19th July (e.g., Wech et al., 2009; Bostock et al., 2015).247

We can also compare our results directly with the LFE detections of Bostock et al. (2015).248

Vertical red lines in Figure 4 mark LFE detections with the relevant template. The matched249

filter detections in the catalogue coincide remarkably well with times of high phase coherence.250

All LFE detections occur within intervals of high Ccom
p , though a few intervals of high Ccom

p251

do not include a LFE detection. The lack of LFE detections in some high Ccom
p intervals252

may arise because tremor is coming from an adjacent part of the fault or because the tremor253

time series is complex, so that it is difficult to separate overlapping LFEs with a matched254

filter approach.255

We observe similar tremor burst spacing and migration patterns for the 2008, 2009, and256

2010 slow slip events (Figure S1). 8 hour-long Ccom
p time series from the four events can be257

compared in Figure 4, though we focus on the 2004 results in this study because the Cp time258

series have the highest resolution in 2004, when the POLARIS seismic network was running259

on Vancouver Island.260
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6. Tremor Burst Propagation261

6.1. One Example262

Our observed spikes in Ccom
p , along with tremor spikes seen in previous work (Ghosh263

et al., 2009; Rubin and Armbruster, 2013; Bostock et al., 2015), suggest that much of the264

tremor in Cascadia occurs in short bursts. Here we seek to probe the bursts in more detail:265

to examine the shape and migration some of the shorter bursts.266

We track the spatial and temporal evolution of 17 tremor bursts that are visible as well-267

resolved spikes in the Ccom
p record. We identify a high-quality template that records each268

burst and then define a circular grid of potential tremor locations around that template, as269

illustrated in Figure 5a. Each grid is 8 km in diameter and is inclined along the slab interface270

identified by McCrory et al. (2012). In order to track tremor within the grid, we note that271

tremor coming from each of the possible locations is likely to have a Green’s function whose272

shape is similar to the template’s Green’s function. We verify that similarity by comparing273

the waveforms of closely spaced template LFEs; the waveforms of templates located about274

5 km apart have similar shapes (see Figure S2).275

We shift the timing of the template seismograms to reflect the variation in the source-276

station travel time among the grid locations. The travel time for each location is computed277

using a uniform shear wave velocity model. We have estimated the apparent shear wave278

velocity for each LFE template by plotting the variation in 3-D distance from the LFE to279

the various stations against the arrival time for each station. We observe a linear relationship280

between distance and travel time, suggesting that a uniform velocity model is sufficient for281
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our analysis. Tests with a layered velocity model and ray path calculations achieved similar282

results.283

Once we have time-shifted the template waveforms for a given location, we compute284

the inter-station phase coherence Csta
p to determine when tremor occurs at that location.285

Figure 5 shows snapshots of the coherence during one three minute-long burst. During this286

time, the region of high phase coherence migrates about 1.6 km at a speed around 30 km/hr.287

The tremor moves from southeast to northwest, roughly along the strike of the subduction288

zone. This northwestward migration is pulse-like; the first location stops generating tremor289

before the last location generates tremor.290

6.2. Propagation for 17 Tremor Bursts291

Tremor migration is also well-resolved for 16 other analysed bursts, with migration du-292

rations between 60 and 1100 seconds. Some of these are illustrated in flipbooks M1 to M7293

in the supplementary material. To more precisely characterise the tremor migration speed294

in each burst, we select a profile across the grid parallel to its propagation direction and295

identify the front position (Figure S4). We then compute a linear regression between the296

propagating front position and time to obtain the propagation velocity (Figure S5). The 17297

analysed bursts and their propagation speeds are listed in Table T2. Figure 1a shows the298

relationship between the bursts’ duration T and the propagation velocity Vr of the 17 events.299

We cannot be sure that the observed duration-propagation velocity relationship is repre-300

sentative of the general population of tremor bursts, as we did not choose the bursts to be301

analysed in a systematic way. We determined tremor location in several tens of bursts with302
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Figure 5: Grid search for tremor during a burst detected at template #181. a) Grid configuration

and dimensions. b-i) Snapshots of Csta
p computed for each point on the grid shown in a and interpolated.

Indicated times are the middle of one-minute-long window used to compute the phase coherence. Red stars

mark the location of the LFE used as template. In this example, the slow-slip propagates roughly 1.6 km at

9.2 m/s.

high Ccom
p values and identified those with clear migration Nevertheless, it is interesting to303

note that among the 17 events analysed, shorter events propagate faster. The minute-long304
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events propagates at more than 20 m/s, while the 15 minute-long events propagate at only305

∼4 m/s.306

The faster propagation of shorter bursts persists for two definitions of burst duration.307

The open squares in Figure 1a indicate the durations of visually identified tremor migration308

while the the filled circles indicate durations estimated from the Ccom
p time series: when309

Ccom
p is above a local background value. This latter definition of duration is likely to be310

more accurate, as the tremor could migrate out of the 8-km grid where we computed Csta
p ,311

and the inter-component phase coherence Ccom
p can identify at least some tremor in a broader312

region.313

6.3. Range of Observable Propagation Velocities314

Before we interpret the observed durations and propagation velocities, however, it is315

important to note that we have chosen our methodology to examine a particular range of316

tremor bursts: those with durations between 1 and 30 minutes and propagation extents317

between 1 and 8 km. This range of observable speeds and durations is outlined with a318

dashed line in Figure 1a.319

We cannot identify migration over distances less than 1 km because of the resolution of320

the phase coherence calculations given 1-6 Hz seismic data from 5 to 10 stations. To map the321

potential smearing of the high coherence region for a given template, we create a synthetic322

signal for each point on the circular grid by time-shifting the template waveforms. Then we323

compute Csta
p between those synthetics and the unshifted template seismograms. Some of324

the noisier template seismograms allow for elongate smearing of the high Csta
p over 3 km-long325
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distances (Figure S3c and d). However, we have looked for tremor propagation only with the326

higher-quality templates, which show relatively circular smearing of high Csta
p over smaller327

regions, with half-width of around 0.5 km (Figure S3a and b). These resolution tests imply328

that we should be able to identify tremor that propagates around 1 km or more.329

We cannot identify migration over distances larger 8 km because that migration would330

extend outside the 8 km-wide grid around the relevant template LFEs, and we have not de-331

veloped the technique to map migration from the area around one LFE template to another.332

This 8-km limit constrains the open squares to fall below the upper diagonal dashed line in333

Figure 1a. However, synthetic tests imply if there were rapid propagation in larger events,334

we could have identified at least a few km of that propagation (Figure S6). And the filled335

circles can in principle plot up to a factor of 2 above the 8-km line, as they indicate durations336

taken from spikes in the Ccom
p record. Comparisons of Ccom

p and Csta
p suggest that Ccom

p can337

remain high when tremor is within 10 or 20 km of the template.338

The roughly 1 to 8 km constraints suggest that we would observe an anticorrelation339

between burst duration and propagation speed even for a collection of bursts with random340

properties. However, the durations and propagation speeds we observe do not seem to fill341

the box of observable values; they are more consistent with the T−1/2 trend that one would342

expect for slow earthquakes whose moments scale linearly with duration. It thus seems343

likely that our observed duration-propagation speed anticorrelation is real—not entirely an344

observational artefact, but since we did not choose the 17 bursts to analyse rigorously, we345

cannot be sure.346
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7. Discussion347

We have used a high-precision, coherence-based technique to identify numerous bursts of348

tremor. We mapped tremor migration over 1 to 6 km in 17 bursts with durations between349

1 and 22 minutes. The tremor migrates at speeds of 4 to 20 m/s, moving more quickly in350

shorter bursts. The sub-ten minute, rapidly migrating bursts represent a new observation.351

They are yet another category of slow earthquakes that must be reproduced by any complete352

physical model of subduction zone slip.353

7.1. Pulse-Like Ruptures354

If we assume, as seems plausible, that the observed migration of tremor results from a355

migrating location of aseismic slip, it is interesting to note that the propagation of tremor356

is pulse-like rather than crack-like; the locations slipping early in the bursts (e.g., brighter357

portions of Figure 5b and c) stop slipping before slip occurs at later locations (e.g., in358

Figure 5g and h). Such pulse-like migration of tremor and slip is also apparent in the main359

slow slip events in Cascadia, as well as in some longer tremor bursts (Dragert et al., 2001;360

Wech et al., 2009; Ghosh et al., 2010; Royer et al., 2015).361

Pulse-like ruptures can appear unintuitive because slip at later locations should increase362

the stress at the initial locations, and that stress increase has the potential to drive slip. The363

pulse-like ruptures could indicate that the slow slip region has a particular type of rheology:364

one that allows a rapid recovery in stress as the slip rate slows, so that the initial location can365

accommodate an increasing stress as it slows down but other parts of the fault accelerate366

(Heaton, 1990; Zheng and Rice, 1998; Lu et al., 2007; Noda et al., 2009; Bizzarri, 2010).367
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Alternatively, the pulse-like ruptures could indicate that the subevent rupture is constrained368

to an elongate region. Slip may migrate along the long axis of that region, and the initial369

slipping location may stop slipping because it has slipped enough relative to its short-axis370

edges to accommodate the local stress drop. Slip at the far end of the rupture may produce371

an insignificant stress change at the initial location (e.g., Hawthorne and Rubin, 2013a;372

Michel et al., 2017; Dal Zilio et al., 2020).373

However, pulse-like ruptures are unlikely in some models of slow slip. One of the first374

proposed explanations of slow slip suggests that slow slip regions have a ”standard,” po-375

tentially unstable, velocity-weakening rheology but that the regions have a particular size;376

they may be large enough to accelerate but too small to reach seismic slip speeds (Liu and377

Rice, 2005, 2007; Rubin, 2008; Li et al., 2018; Romanet et al., 2018). But most simulations378

of those size-limited slow slip ruptures appear more crack-like than pulse-like, at least in a379

visual inspection (Liu and Rice, 2005; Rubin, 2008). A more rigorous investigation of the slip380

rate profiles in these models would help us further assess whether fault sizes and geometry381

alone can explain slow slip events.382

7.2. Too Fast to Be Driven by a Change in Stress Drop?383

We may also investigate the rheology of the slow slip region by addressing their speed:384

how can 5-minute-long subevents propagate 200 times faster than the main slow slip front?385

Do the subevents have a greater driving stress drop and thus a larger strain energy release,386

or do they have a lower resistance to acceleration: a smaller fracture energy? To partially387

address this question, we may note that the strain energy released in an elongate rupture388
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normally scales as ∆τ 2W : as the stress drop ∆τ squared times the rupture width W (e.g.,389

Lawn, 1993). This strain energy must equal the fracture energy dissipated by the rupture,390

which is a function of the rheology, the initial conditions, and the slip rate. Most of the391

complex rheologies proposed to explain slow slip have fracture energies that increase dra-392

matically as the slip rate increases. The strong increase in resistance with slip rate keeps393

the slip rates low. A factor of 200 increase in slip rate, as seems plausible for our fastest394

events, is likely to require at least a factor of 10 increase in fracture energy in a shear-induced395

dilatancy model (Liu et al., 2010; Segall et al., 2010) and at least a factor of 5 increase in396

fracture energy in a model with a velocity-strengthening transition (Hawthorne and Rubin,397

2013a,c). Our subevents have widths W at least factor of 10 narrower than the main slow398

slip region, so for their slip to supply such an increased fracture energy, they would need399

stress drops at least 7 times larger than the main event stress drop. We do not have stress400

drops estimates for our subevents, but geodetic and tremor count-based analyses for half-401

to few-hour events suggest that subevent stress drops are comparable to or smaller than the402

main event stress drop (Rubin and Armbruster, 2013; Hawthorne et al., 2016; Bletery et al.,403

2017).404

Some modelers have produced locally high stress drops and slip rates by mixing unstable405

patches into a mostly stable slow slip region (Ariyoshi et al., 2009, 2012; Colella et al., 2012;406

Peng and Rubin, 2018; Luo and Liu, 2021). However, these patch-driven models have focused407

on slightly slow tremor fronts and have so far allowed propagation rates less than 10 to 50408

times faster than the main front (Ariyoshi et al., 2012; Colella et al., 2012; Peng and Rubin,409
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2018). It remains to be seen whether patch-driven models can allow the higher propagation410

rates seen here and observed by Ghosh et al. (2010), particularly in ruptures that are just a411

few km wide.412

If they cannot, it may be worth considering whether the slow slip rheology varies with413

time, perhaps because the pore pressure changes, (Rubin, 2011; Peng and Rubin, 2017) or414

whether fault properties vary in space to allow locally reduced resistance to high slip rates415

and thus faster ruptures.416

7.3. Potential Consistency With a Slow Earthquake Continuum417

It would be particularly interesting to consider spatially variable fault properties if we418

knew that a single fault zone process produced the entire range of slow earthquakes, from419

slow slip events to tremor LFEs (Ide et al., 2007). Some rheologies proposed to explain slow420

slip are unlikely to produce very wide-ranging slip rates, particularly if slip speeds increase421

as ruptures get smaller. For instance, a rheology where slip rate depends on temperature422

rather than patch size is unlikely to allow slip rates that increase by a factor of 10,000 as423

patches get smaller (Shibazaki and Iio, 2003; Matsuzawa et al., 2010; Hawthorne and Rubin,424

2013c). Size-limited models, where slip rates tend to be 10 to 100 times the driving slip rate425

(Liu and Rice, 2005, 2007; Rubin, 2008; Skarbek et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2018), may also be426

unlikely to produce very high slip rates. The apparently faster slip in smaller events could427

indicate that whatever process generates slip in slow earthquakes, it depends on some size-428

dependent fault property. For instance, fault zone width might be smaller on smaller fault429

segments, allowing shorter fluid diffusion times and faster slip in dilatancy models (Marone430
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et al., 1990; Lockner and Byerlee, 1994; Segall and Rice, 1995; Segall et al., 2010; Liu et al.,431

2010; Liu, 2013), or smaller patches could have high concentrations of brittle asperities that432

drive rapid viscous deformation (Lavier et al., 2013; Fagereng et al., 2014; Behr et al., 2018;433

Goswami and Barbot, 2018; Behr and Brgmann, 2021).434

A range of observations have suggested that we should consider these size-dependent435

fault properties. Smaller observed slow earthquakes tend to be faster (see Figure 1 and e.g.,436

Ide et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2012), and the statistics of observed slip are consistent with a437

continuum of slip rates (Ide, 2008; Ide and Maury, 2018; Hawthorne and Bartlow, 2018).438

Our identified subevents results may provide further evidence that slow earthquakes439

constitute a continuum with size-dependent slip rates. We find that smaller tremor bursts440

are faster, and our observed propagation velocities and durations fall along the trends defined441

by previously observed slow earthquakes, as shown in Figure 1b. The match with previous442

observations is not perfect, but the mismatch could result from observational bias in tremor443

detection. Our results are restricted by the methodology to a size range between 1 and444

8 km, and some others’ results are also restricted. The RTRs and slow slip fronts identified445

by Houston et al. (2011) and Bletery et al. (2017) are constrained to be longer than 10 km446

because they used tremor with location spacing or accuracy of 5 to 10 km.447

Our propagation rates are difficult to directly compare with the linear moment-duration448

scaling found by Ide et al. (2007). However, we can roughly compare the two by plotting449

black lines in each panel of Figure 1, which assume that (1) slow earthquake moments scale450

linearly with duration, with a moment rate of 3 × 1012 N m s−1, and (2) slow earthquakes451
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have magnitude-independent stress drops ∆τ around 30 kPa, as is consistent with a few ob-452

servations but remains poorly constrained (Schmidt and Gao, 2010; Rubin and Armbruster,453

2013; Hawthorne et al., 2016; Bletery et al., 2017; Chestler and Creager, 2017; Thomas et al.,454

2018). We assume elliptical ruptures with uniform stress drop and a 3:1 aspect ratio, and455

we estimate the propagation velocity by dividing the length of the ellipse by the rupture456

duration. The comparison suggests that our propagation rates also fall roughly along the457

trend defined by observed slow earthquakes’ moments and durations.458

7.4. Potential Inconsistency With a Slow Earthquake Continuum459

However, it is too early to firmly infer that all slow earthquakes are governed by the460

same fault zone processes. Our results fill one observational gap, but other gaps in the slow461

earthquake spectrum remain, and we have not addressed observed scalings that differ from462

the overall trend in Figure 1c (Bostock et al., 2015; Gomberg et al., 2016; Michel et al., 2019;463

Farge et al., 2020; Supino et al., 2020).464

Further, one could interpret our observed propagation velocities as evidence against a465

simple continuum of slow earthquakes. The events we analyse are slightly slower than one466

would expect after extrapolating the propagation velocities of tremor fronts identified by467

Bletery et al. (2017) and (Houston et al., 2011) (Figure 1b). One could argue that there are468

slow earthquakes with a wide range of propagation rates and durations, located all over the469

plot in Figure 1b. Our and others’ identified events could simply have sizes that reflect our470

observational capabilities (Gomberg et al., 2016).471

Such observational bias does not seem to explain all the trends in the observed events’472
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sizes. For instance, by extracting durations from the Cp time series and propagation from473

the tremor locations, we should be able to identify at least part of the propagation in longer,474

faster events, even if they are 20 km across. And if 30-s-long MW 5 earthquakes were475

common, it would be surprising that they have not yet been spotted. But it may also be476

surprising, at least to our physical intuition, that a single fault zone process could create477

slow earthquakes with wide-ranging slip rates, so we must be careful to remember that many478

events could go unobserved.479

8. Conclusions480

We have identified thousands of short bursts of tremor beneath Vancouver Island by481

employing a phase coherence method developed by Hawthorne and Ampuero (2017) and482

set of template LFE waveforms created by Bostock et al. (2012). For seventeen bursts, we483

perform a grid search on the fault plane to track the evolution of tremor and likely slip.484

We find that these minutes-long events have pulse-like ruptures. They move 1 to 6 km at485

speeds of 3 m/s to 25 m/s. Smaller events tend to be faster, and the events’ properties fall486

roughly, though not quite on, the duration-propagation velocity trend defined by previously487

observed events. These trends provide further, albeit still inconclusive, evidence that slow488

earthquakes with a wide range of slip rates are created by the same fault zone processes.489

In any case, they indicate that any complete physical model of slow slip in Cascadia should490

reproduce not just events that last weeks, with propagation rates of 0.1 m/s, and subevents491

that last 3 hours, with propagation rates of 5 m/s, but also subevents that last 2 minutes,492

with propagation rates of 20 m/s.493
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9. Data availability494

The tremor catalogues created in this study are in the process of being uploaded to a495

National Geoscience Data Centre repository, hosted by the British Geological Survey. The496

catalogues are temporarily available at497

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HhDKhwU dfymJRo1tgTJMYXE0GdI03pu?usp=sharing.498
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